Nature2 Spa keeps spa water clean and crystal clear.
- Destroys bacteria and algae growth
- Sanitizes spa water
- Improves water quality

Test the Water.
To help keep your spa water at its optimum level, use Nature2 SPA Test Strips to see accurate and reliable results on the levels of MPS, alkalinity, and pH in your spa’s water.
Cense™ oxygen infused aromas will change the way you view your spa or hot tub experience forever. Combining exquisite, subtle fragrances of aromatherapy with a powerful oxidizer, MPS, Cense leaves spa water cleaner and clearer. MPS, recommended by all major spa manufactures, helps your sanitizer work more efficiently.

A perfect companion product to Nature2, Cense is the only non-chlorine oxidant that offers the stress-relieving benefits of aromatherapy and a crystal clear spa experience. Discover the joy of relaxing in crystal clear, luxurious spa water, free of the odors and irritants that chlorine and bromine can cause.

Unlike aromatherapy oils that clog spa filters and create foam and scum, Cense is a powder and leaves no residue in the spa. The soft fragrance is not meant as a masking agent, but when used with Nature2 Spa, replaces the oppressive odors of chlorine and bromine.

With the power to invigorate and stimulate the senses, aromatherapy can help change your state of mind and physical well-being. Dating back thousands of years, aromatherapy has been used to aid in the healing of many ailments, fatigue, headaches and sleeplessness -- a natural antidote to everyday stress.

Since Nature2 adds no chlorine smell to interfere with the spa experience, the soothing scent of Island Pleasures, Simple Rituals, Quiet Escape or Divine Secrets, will transport you to the ultimate spa experience.